
Zoom Meeting Link: https://zoom.us/j/314619974 
Meeting ID: 314-619-974 
 
 
Waiting for participants to show up… 
 
Alison: I manage strategy and planning for a living for a sydney health service, so I thought I 
would offer my expertise. I approached Nora to act as a consultant, and I will be facilitating 
todays session. Welcome and thanks for coming! Nora has written a background to what we 
are doing, and hopefully we will get a better understanding by the end of the day. We value 
your input and this is important for QA. Thank you to AJ for getting the venue. There is no 
right and wrong, it is important you are honest throughout the process. 
 
Acknowledgement to country by Jamie Turbet 
 
Alison: We are preparing quidditch australia for moving quidditch forward in the next 5 years. 
THe output of this will be a strategic plan, a document with a mission and vision, which will 
be distributed widely. QA has grown quite significantly in the last 7 years, so we need to look 
out where it goes from here. It is important for setting the scene for AUs quid, it is a 
requirement document for recognition with Sports Australia. That’s why we’re here. Any 
questions? 
 
2020 Vision 
Good strategic plans and organisations know why they do what they do. People usually start 
with the what, but not think about why we’re doing it. This is important for growing an 
organisation.  
 
Look back to when you first got involved in quidditch. WHy did you get involved, and what 
kept you coming back? Think for a moment, and them share with the group. Anyone can 
start. 
 
It provided a great sense of community, an inclusive atmosphere. It’s a great game, social 
life is integrated with the sport. 
 
I wanted a sport that wasn’t boring, and something people were good at sport wouldn’t play. 
Kept coming back because it’s exactly what I wanted. People pushed my forward and 
encouraged me to be a better player. Fun, inclusive and striving to be better. Easy way to 
socialise.  
 
Following on with that, you stay for the people, and that’s something that’s super important. 
It’s challenging and physical, good balance of full contact, intense, people don’t expect that. 
You see it being played for the first time, and thought it was way more intense that expected. 
But you start playing and stay for the people. You immediately have 200 friends, not usual in 
a sporting environment 
 



Same as everyone else, I was a HP fan. I could connect with people a lot more. I thought I 
wouldn’t come back, but became invested and joined exec and tried to keep it alive 
Similar points, HP the main aspect. It is something you can be be good at because it is less 
competitive, other sports are very jockish, toxic masculinity vibe. Quidditch is very different, 
people are happy to teach you things. 
 
I joined because I wanted my sister to get into fitness. Went to a HP society thing, and heard 
about quidditch. Didn’t sound competitive, perfect for my sister. But I found it also had a 
competitive side which worked for me as well. Love the community of quidditch, last few 
years have been difficult, and my team is my support and family. 
 
Similar to most other people, interested because of Harry Potter. Thought this looks intense, 
but not for me. I was convinced to come to the first training to talk HP, then forced to play 
and really enjoyed it. I’ve been a huge soccer fan, but haven’t played in 5 years because 
quidditch is engaging and fun, great community. 
 
Jamie - I got into it because I saw usyd advertising quidditch on TV so I wanted to go to uni 
and play quidditch. I stuck around because I missed the creativity of dance in soccer but in 
quidditch especially as a beater there’s a lot more creativity and critical thinking involved; at 
ANU it was more about thinking about what you’re doing rather than running blindly 
 
I was interested in volleyball, but UON didn’t have it. FOund quidditch, and made fun of it 
with my friends. Found quidditch people, and didn’t have many friends since I moved from 
Italy. Liked the volleyball, and liked being able to be in the way of people, and I was fine with 
that. It was something I could contribute to. The club also needed some direction, and so I 
stuck around to use my experience to help them 
 
Mixed gender is really hard to find, this forces us to work with people and encourage that 
community which was cool. 
 
Mixed gender that is full contact is also hard to find, women aren’t treated as fragile. Usually 
contact is removed when mixed gender comes into it. 
 
Rules don’t demean women, which is really good 
 
Online: He joined in 2011, and stayed because of the community. 
 
Alison: We are hearing common threads about community, quidditch being different, and 
inclusiveness of the sport regarding gender. This comes back to our values. If we want to 
continue to maintain and grow, we can’t lose this qualities that kept everyone around. It is 
important to maintain these values for a strategic plan. We will now move to a brainstorming 
activity. 
 
What are the important values that you want to see continued and reflected in our strategic 
plan? 
 



● Supporting individual player growth, and the ability to play competitively. Not just 
through state and international, but as a way to allow for people to maintain fitness in 
a supportive environment. Competitiveness is important for lower levels of quidditch. 
ALlow for personal improvement and goals. Quidditch is an important part of their 
mental health, training is important for something to look forward to, it’s important to 
support that as well. 

● Acceptance of these points is also important - not about winning the competition, but 
about achieving peoples goals. 

● A founding values of quidditch is inclusivity, it is written into the rules and community 
attitude, and any contribution to the sport is valuable.  

● Inclusivity of gender and skill. 
● We are the only sport that recognises all genders, this is important to highlight. We 

play on a max, not a minimum gender representation on pitch. 
● Player safety is important, but hasn’t necessarily being at the level we could be at. 

We need to promote an environment where everyone is comfortable with contact 
(and general safety) 

● We have a young player base, some are shy, and are then in leadership roles. See 
character development, which is valuable to the sport. 

● Attitude is important, needs more emphasise. Everyone has a place, understand why 
they are there. Good sports, honest, safe. 

● Accessible leadership opportunities, and the ability to make changes. We can 
improve transparency and accountability, but it’s easy to change the board. Members 
have a lot more input. 

● Spirit of quidditch is also important off pitch, people chip in to set up fields, we get 
volunteers, exchange students. Collaboration is important 

● Similar point (online) quidditch has a difference between welcoming and tolerating, 
which is important.  

● We are understanding of people struggling to play, people are on board with working 
with new players. 

● Mental health inclusivity is important. Other sports aren’t accepting of mental health 
problems, but quidditch is different.  

● Affordability of the sport is important. This is important for people on exchange - we 
are accessible to them because it is not that expensive, we give them a community. 

 
Alison: Values identify with the IQA: 

● Inclusivity, activity encourages participation of different backgrounds 
● Integrity, hold yourself to high morals 
● Accessibility to differing abilities 

Organisational values 
● Openness with the community, communication with our members 
● Opening and welcome, able to engage with 
● Empowering people within the community to be the best they can 

 
These are the type of values statement that goes into out strategic plan. It comes back to the 
statement I made earlier, successful organisations have clear values, and speak to the heart 



of what we are trying to do. We want to make sure that as quidditch develops this is carried 
forward. 
 
Moving onto vision 
Think 5-10 years from now and you’ve created what you wanted, and achieved what you 
wanted. What would the image of Australian quidditch look like in states, country and world. 
We will create a vision statement after brainstorming. 
 

● More teams spread over a wider region 
● More even spread of competitiveness, more teams at similar levels 
● Focused development across the competitive levels (no lower development 

opportunities) - development of different player styles (achievable if you have trained 
coaches) 

● Sports Australia recognition  
● Established youth leagues (maybe in schools) - have a wider age range (keep the 

word quidditch for kids, find a different name for adult leagues) - this can create a 
disconnection between the leagues 

● Public perception of quidditch as a sport, rather than uni hobby. Seriously taken 
● Removal of HP perception, not a nerdy sport (best friend but worse enemy, 

contributes to our success but is a stigma put on our sport, we need to find a middle 
ground) 

● More females in leadership roles on and off the pitch (keepers, refs, snitches, 
coaches, etc.) 

● Volunteers a more expected aspect of the sport (CONTROVERSY - I would want 
paid people beyond 10 years) - can get hard to maintain afforadability  

● More accessible to spectators - advertising schedules, clear presentation of rules 
● Coach development (and officials) 
● Improve upon gender and racial equality 
● Fantasy tournaments are important, as well as open trainings, interacting with people 

beyond your team - strong community experience (increase opportunities for teams 
who are geographically isolated)  

● Competitiveness, people enjoy striving for success  
 
 
Strategic challenge is to move away from HP whilst maintaining roots 
 
Coming back to a vision: 
 
Examples of other organisations: 

•Microsoft: "A computer on every desktop." 

•Nike: "To bring inspiration and innovation to every athlete in the world." 

•Apple: "A computer in the hands of everyday people." 

•Disney: "Make people happy." 



•Google: "To provide access to the world's information in one click." 
 
In simple words, what is the vision of quidditch. What should quidditch be aiming for in the 
next 5 years.  
Try making a tagline (hashtag)  
 

● ‘Championing diversity through sport’ - are we a sport or platform? 
● ‘A sport for everyone’ - add something to say you don’t need to be winning to be 

included - reflect community as well - own goals 
● ‘Championing sport through diversity’ 
● ‘All genders, all abilities, all welcome’ (USYD) - age, minorities etc. not present 
● ‘A sport for everyone to join/improve’ - putting in own words narrows down 
● ‘A goal for everyone’ 
● ‘Not just a sport’ 
● ‘A sport for everyone, everyone for all’ 
● ‘Make quidditch better’ 
● ‘Make quidditch great again’ 
● ‘All for one, one for all’ 
● ‘A challenge for all’ 
● ‘A sport for everyone - your goals, your SOMETHING, your people’ 
● ‘Your sport, your goals, your people’ 
● ‘Join for the sport, stay for the people’ 
● ‘Your challenge, your goals, your people’ (challenge and goals too similar?) 
● ‘Your league?’ 
● ‘You can always set a higher goal’ 

 
Visions tell everyone about the organisation - sport aspect is important to include. How do 
we capture spirit and community? Instead of sport, competition, challenge 
 
‘Farther, higher, stronger’ - olympics, v good. Triplets v good. Primary bi line, secondary 
biline. Building comradery into it could be nice 
 
It’s important to keep this in mind to keep reminding people about where we want to go - 
also marketable  
 
BREAK (started 10:20, will end 10:40am) 
 
Resume: 10:40 
 
Open Space  

1. Finding ways to get more referees without relying on people who aren’t confident 
2. Changing the name of the sport 
3. Making money - figuring out how to bring more money into the sport while maintaining 
affordability 
4. Recruitment - Developing a youth league / expanding beyond the HP fan base 



5. Providing more resources to support aspects of the sport like referees, snitches, coaches, 
etc. 
 
 
 
 
CHANGE THE NAME 
- Does it affect the relationship with IQA 
- Ditch the name, ditch everything.   Quaffle, etc would be under copyright 
- Telling everyone you'll play quidditch ...finally getting quidditch ...changing the 
name…better marketing and rebranding strategies before changing name. 
- “Sportsball” wouldn’t have looked up, sought out……really clear, we are quidditch 
we’ve changed the name. 
- Anything that is closely similar but sue – they would win. 
- 10 years and come from grass roots… 
- Added to the dictionary – does it affect 
- Not for Profit…… 
- When 000 until large enough following…..until we get the influx from Harry potter 
...when…. 
- IQA – if a company knows that the name is being used and hasn’t taken action in a 
long ...existed for 10 years why didn’t see,,,, 
- Don’t change the name – contact Warner Bros and liaise with them……  
- Should consider that “ultimate Frisbee”  association is Flying Disc Association 
- Talk to Flying Disc Association.    And lawyers. 
- Get us known as quidditch 
- Not having establishing “that’s a new sport” 
- Colloquially call quidditch. 
- Attracting kids is important – will join as quidditch… 
Concerns changing name……mostly lowers recognition gained – impact of 
recruitment…..don’t know legally and significant……when we get to a point when 
comfortable – ask community do we want to change the name ...Warner Bros and see if 
…..Register as Sports Australia ...not available…… 
 



 
 
$$$: 
- Recognition as a sport 
- Teams in marginal seats 
- Promote to clubs to work on locally 



- Ressources to tell clubs how they can access grants. 
- If individual clubs aren't’ struggling to buy equipments etc...contribute…. 
- Universities can access funds ….. 
- Getting other people to pay is best option. 
- If club gets a grant – provide resources on how to get a grant…..what do wou want 
us to do with the money……contributing to development days…..   QA having a strategic 
plan re if we get more money, do we want a nicer quality livestream or more…. 
- Couldn’t afford to US – not tryout…..elite way of spending…high visibility…. 
- Membership fees are too low……Soccer rego is $300 for 6 month….$40 a year too 
cheap….. 
- UTS – uni will cover registration fees ---  $40…$80 registration fees. 
- Tier system --- $30 first year, newbies….. $90 later once hooked….. 
- Practical aspect of enforcement….. 
- Strategic forums every year – out of an admin fee…. 
- Increase the cost and still have it be the cheapest sport around…..  ANU $80-90 
years to be a member, extra $120 for community and pricing structure same…. 
Ways for raising money ...back on clubs with resources to apply for grants ...when have the 
money, QA have overarching how do we want to spend moneys…..Increase in membership 
(a) good idea? (b) tiered system (c) uni offset community teams. 
 

 
 
RECRUITMENT: Youth, Non-Uni Adults 
Parents pay…. 



School sports funds. 
Holiday camps… 
Birthday parties…reach out clubs to do this…. 
? TV Ad -  Sunrise….  Publicity… 
Creating a document – every club – send – doing in your PE sessions, here’s a list of things 
you can do…drill…..  easy things to do ...videos --- we can’t send out but send out 
resources…. 
Marketing document 
Clubs – why don’t you do that….. 
Sometimes hard to do birthday events due to full time jobs, students. 
Corporate team building for ---  hard to do regularly, volunteering…..logistics gear, skills, 
experience to do it well….. 
At NQL --  run a birthday party for other birthday parties – during AQL days to 
demonstrate…..to equip them with the skills…. 
City running --- join events ...going to Comic cons, Mardi Gra,  diverse events ...Newcastle 
Harmony Day…. 
Video game bar, pubs and clubs…..local businesses…. 
Include equipment, ctosts, how to build include in document for schools. 
USQ has a kidditch resource on their website. 
Youth leagues in Europe. 
Working with children checks ...volunteer it is free…..QA apply for Working with Childrens 
check is free – how to make as simple as possible. 
 (Maria – run through uni and Cumberland Council ...document exists ...won't be hard to 
collate ...what have you already….)…crowdsourcing and collating. 
Non-uni adults…. 
After work sport/lunchtime sport…. 
Go to schools for teachers…..one day per week, and then teach kids…. Teacher’s league…. 
Canberra has social sports association…..tell them how to run quidditch, tell them how to run 
quidditch and then they come to us….. 
Translate MERC into a 8 or 10 week league ...multiple businesses …. Casual...socialise with 
friends…. 
Adult and children at same time….. 
Public Service Departments…..division Christmas party ...target the adult equivalent of 
birthday party, corporate events….. 
Quidditch hen nights. 
Gym junkies…. Gym people…. 
Don’t run it ...create can running self….. 
AirBNB experiences of quidditch…. 
Wrapping it – Youth League happening, get out into school, getting ids moving into adult kids 
...resource…marketing staff in QA ...working group….. 
Adults – reaching to social sports, corporate events….  
Bigest challenge – man, woman, non-binary….. 
 



 



 
RESOURCES: 
- Players to be coaches. 
- Having single day – workshops actually getting together how they coach and want to 
coach ...Development day run drills and come up with programs…. 



- Outsourcing our resources ...sourcing from other people who do same or similar 
...coaching national teams or have experience coaching coaches.  
- Bring back quid camp was great…. 
- Macarthur fantasy --  head refs ...don't …increasing opportunities…on pitch…. 
- Marketing thing --- administrative volunteers -- …. 
- Standing Committee system --- soft contributor………interested in events…….. 
- Campaign manaagment ………from conference……Courtney to sure…. 
- Entry level volunteer opportunities…….. 
- Every QA Board member has assistant…..gameplay committees….. 
- Committees already exist in certain ways ...other volunteering…….. 
- State bodies ?   Local interest group…. 
- Free courses for people to learn skills……. 
- How to run a club well ?  AJ….   (Q Consultancy – European based …..running 
quidditch or different aspects) 
- Coaching etc upskilling…. 
- How do we disseminate ...links, where is the best repository ...most accessible and 
inviting…. 
 



 
Wrap Up 
 
- Development for a lot of different areas…..outsourcing…bring people together 
(quidcamp and strategic forum same time)…..volunteering and engaging people marketing 
and communication and how to engage people…. 



 

 



 
 
BREAK UNTIL 1PM 
 
Developing a strategic plan is like a puzzle. Need Dropbears and Board workshops. Online 
presence was managed. 



The value in being together cannot be underestimated. So there will be other opportunities. 
 
Flying disc association is a good example that we can learn from. 
 
They have a fairly typical strategic plan - they have a vision, mission, pillars of their direction. 
They also have enablers, not a strategic priority and assist in achieving their goals. They 
outline priorities to achieve their strategic pillars.  
 
The board is expected to monitor this as well as the outcomes, and look at how we can 
improve the next year.  
 
It is an accountability tool.  
 
Everyone involved should understand what quidditch Australia is about and what they are 
trying to achieve - this is what a strategic plan is. 
 
A planning technique for formal analysis - SWOT/SOAR. Positive psychology approach 
 

● Strengths - good and present 
● Weakness - bad and present 
● Opportunities - good and future 
● Threats - bad and future 

 
SOAR 
 

● Strengths - what are we proud of? How does that reflect our strengths? 
● Opportunities - Top 3 priorities? How can challenges be exciting opportunities? 
● Aspirations - What are we passionate about? 
● Results - What can be used as a measurable results? 

 
Scenario: Recruitment 
 
Split university and community recruitment 
 
Community 
 

Strengths 
● More one on one attention to 

develop individual players 
● Everyone knows what they’re doing 
● Not competing with other teams 

Weaknesses 
● Adults who work full time cannot 

always go to trainings/games 
○ Tackle this by turning 

quidditch into fitness and 
socialising 

○ Sometimes a strength, more 
stable timetable 

Opportunities Threats 



● Partner with local businesses 
● Fantasy tournaments where you 

need to bring a new person who 
hasn’t played quidditch 

● Do dinner/trivia after training 

● Dry up of uni graduates (no uni team 
to community flow) 

○ Not growing the sport with 
relying on this 

○ Important distinction 
between graduate and 
grassroot teams 
 

  



 
 
 
University 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 



● Governing body (uni system) - 
complaint structure, grant system 

● Convenience of training sessions 
(before/after class) 

● Hosting lunch time events 

● Governing body (code of conduct, 
bureaucracy) - creating restrictions 
on how to function, funding 
restrictions, changing image, getting 
approval for stuff, not always clear 
communication 

● Gap of experience - constantly 
teaching new players simple things 

● University timetables (can be 
mitigated by planning around them) 

● Newbies are turned off by smaller 
trainings 

● Development of player skills can be 
slower 

Opportunities 
● State wide open training sessions 

for new players 
●  

Threats 
● University timetables (can be 

mitigated by planning around them) 
● Poaching (voluntary & actively) 

 
 



 
 
Sometimes you just need to explore the threat and be aware of it. 
 
There are a lot of relevant ideas and strategies that can be developed at state and national 
level. 



 
Don’t need to use this strategy formally - but can take these elements into consideration 
 
END OF DAY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DAY TWO 
Recap of Day One 
Statement: your goals, your place, your people? 
 
Values:  

● Player growth and wellbeing (inclusive of more than just player skill) 
○ Support to achieve their goals and sense of wellbeing, competitively, 

supportive environment, physical and emotional wellbeing 
■ Could use personal instead of player 

● Inclusivity  
○ Gender, diversity, different skill level. All genders, abilities and personal goals 
○ Promoting safe and comfortable contact within the game. Skill development 

and encourage safe practices 
■ Contact will be a problem with kids 
■ What is defined as full contact? We can provide definitions in the 

document 
● Quidditch spirit 

○ Collaboration on and off the pitch - respect, honesty, integrity. Opportunities 
to contribute 

● Affordability and accessibility 
○ Fitness, sport and community - consider the affordability  

■ Focus on winning is prevalent, less focus on recruitment, meaning 
less accessible - so it’s important to have 

 
Change of Name Conclusion 

● Better marketing/rebranding needed if we do 
● Don’t want to change the elements of the name 
● Build a big following first 
● Good changing, liaise with WB 
● Consider examples like Ultimate Frisbee/Flying Disc 

 
Don’t put this in the strategic plan, but keep this conversation on record - outcome of strat 
forum document? 
 
Strategic Priorities & Goals 

● Recruiting and retaining participants 
○ Increase school aged children/youth league 
○ Adult opportunities 
○ Strengthen uni, grad & community teams 

● Developing our people 
○ Coaching 
○ Referees 
○ Admin roles 

■ Suggestion: developing female players 
● Resources and Finances 

○ Support grant applications 



○ Distribute funds across clubs 
○ Sport recognition  
○ Improve communication and marketing tools 

■ Suggestion: Recruitment 
 
Example Strategies 
 
Priority: Recruitment and retaining participants 

Goal: Increase participation of school aged children and youth league 
● Provide teacher resources 
● Apply for working for children checks 
● Birthday parties 
● Teacher comp  
● Youth league 
● Hold spectator friendly commentary  

○ Suggestion: Shoalhaven superheroes do a kids league 
 
Priority: Recruiting and retaining participants 

Goal: Provide opportunities for adults not previously involved in quidditch to 
participate 

● Corporate team building sessions 
● Existing events, eg. Mardi Gras, local council documents 
● Promote simplified versions for small events (lunches, christmas parties etc) 
● Provide demonstrations and guidelines to social sports associations and 

community organisations 
 
Priority: Developing our people 

Goal: Develop coaching skills and techniques 
● Sourcing external coaches who have experience in coaching coaches 
● Have workshops 

 
Priority: Developing our people 

Goal: Improve referee’s practical skills and confidence 
● Formalise shadow referees 
● Ref and snitch certification 
● Recognise refs at peak games 
● Award rookie ref of the year 
● Trial lead assistant referee role on sideline to assist Head ref 

○ Suggestion: formalise feedback after games/ tournaments (states do 
each others feedback?) 

○ Feedback from other refs as well as players 
 
Priority: Resources and finances  

Goal: provide clubs with resource to support applications 
● Grant opportunity directory 
● Guideline on how to apply for a grant 



● Examples of successful grant applications 
 
How to follow up? 
 

● Complete detailed analysis 
● Further workshops beyond NSW 

○ Online workshops? Could get higher participation rates 
○ What will people take responsibility of? 

● Online surveys 
● What are others planning internationally 
● Draft documents 
● Distributing drafts 


